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The installation of our LED products for the
Dodowa Hospital in Ghana has begun!

NMSI have been doing a fantastic job to get
the Dodowa Hospital finished! And now with
the installation of our LED products they are
closer to completing this ground-breaking
task!
Our Solar SunFIRE’s have a great life
expectancy and work best in hotter climates.
The installation is a simple process. (picture
right) The solar panel will charge the SunFIRE
throughout the day to provide an efficient,
bright white light throughout the night.
If you are looking for a minimal maintenance
product then the SunFIRE is for you. The
lumen lifetime is 112,000 when operated at
80°c to L70 standard.
This extremely durable product has proven to
withstand the most toughest conditions. With
the SunFIRE installed on every continent, you
will not find a more reliable LED product on
the market today.
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Our SunRAY LED’s are a massive hit in aquariums!

Our most recent aquarium installation was at the end of 2014 at the
Istanbul Sea Life Aquarium.
Our SunRAY LED’s are a big hit in aquariums. With RGB colour changing we provide
over 250,000 colour options and we can create a dusk to dawn colour change
sequence, perfect for aquatic creatures seeking the replica of their natural habitat.
We can rotate the LED modules which hold the LED’s to direct the light to specific
areas, just like in the photo (top right) it’s like rays of sunshine coming through the
surface.
With a life expectancy that exceeds 84,000 hours, the SunRAY is an intelligent,
minimal maintenance and extremely efficient LED product. This product has now
been used extensively for over 7 years in aquariums throughout the world.
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